
HEN surfing the net recently, I came across a
piece on the Racing Post website about the
disappointing viewing figures achieved by ITV

for their coverage of the Cheltenham Festival. The article
itself was interesting enough; racing surely has to be
concerned with a drop of just under 4% on last year’s
combined average figures, while the ‘Gold Cup peak’ of
1.635m compared very unfavourably with the 2017 figure of
1.903m. And there has to be real disappointment with the
figures for ‘The Opening Show’; only on the Friday of the
Festival did their combined 2017 and 2018 viewing figures
exceed Channel 4’s viewing figure for the 2016 editions of
‘The Morning Line.’
What really caught my eye, however, were some of the

comments posted after the story. One contributor, with the
stylish pen name of ‘quai des brumes’ (Port of Shadows),
struck me as having hit the nail on the head when it comes to
describing the overall tone of their broadcasts. He or she
wrote: “There is endless promotion of the favourite in each
race, as if the aim is to act as agents for the bookmakers.”

Mindless

One of the aspects of racing which appeals to me least is
the mindless backing of ‘favourites’. It seems to me that too
many people, on racecourses and in bookies’ shops, are only
too happy to avoid the intellectual challenge in attempting to
select the winner of a race and to invest their money on a
horse which has been selected, or supported, by others.
This brainless following of the ‘jolly’ is the stuff on which

television’s betting reporters thrive; McCririck and Chapman
love getting their directors and cameramen to show lines of
punters waiting to collect when a favourite goes in. The
implication is that those ‘in the know’ have put their money
down. You’d be a fool to oppose them.

I think, from what I have seen, that the criticism is a fair
one where ITV Racing is concerned. In their coverage of big
races, the favourite is treated almost with a sense of awe. We
are treated to shots of them arriving at the course; paddock
commentators tell us how wonderful they look; at the start,
we’re told how well they have taken the preliminaries, and all
too often, presenters ‘big up’ their achievements, presumably
in trying to better promote the spectacle we are about to see.
In doing so, they can, on occasion, over-egg the pudding.

Other horses, personalities and angles to races are overlooked.
A multi-faceted puzzle of a race becomes a one-dimensional
homage to their favourite.
It also contrasts sharply with their post-race procedures.

The winning jockey, often breathless from his or her
exertions, is asked for an initial reaction to the win; winning
connections are pressed for comments. But what of the beaten
favourite? More often than not, they are forgotten about.
Specifically on Cheltenham coverage, Port of Shadows

added: “The innovation of the ‘Social Stable’ is a dire
addition.” Can’t argue with that one.
There is no doubt that ITV Racing have a difficult brief. It

is disappointing that the transfer of racing coverage to a
mainstream terrestrial channel is not achieving the kind of
viewing figures we would all like to see. Yet elements  of their
coverage are good, and many of their presenters excellent.
Another contributor to the article, Ray Hepburn, posted: “Too
many voices, too many egos, too many sycophants, too many
pompous asses.” I think that’s far too harsh, but it is worrying
that such an opinion can have been formed just over a year
into their ‘reign’.
It may be a done deal now, but it seems obvious to me that

when racing conceded that so much of the coverage should be
on ITV4, they made a huge mistake. The Cheltenham viewing
figures suggest ITV are failing to reach a new audience for the
sport.
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HE Dubai World Cup provided us with a fantastic
raceday. Mendelssohn’s visually stunning win in
the UAE Derby will surely engender additional

interest on this side of the pond in the ‘Run For The
Roses’, the Kentucky Derby, while Godolphin had a day to
remember with Thunder Snow’s World Cup, together with
the successes of Hawkbill and Benbatl.
For Kingsley Park aficionados there was also much

satisfaction to be had in watching Heavy Metal race to
success in the Group 2 Godolphin Mile before Jungle Cat
landed the Group 1 Al Quoz Sprint.
Both horses, now respectively aged 8 and 6, started their

careers at Kingsley Park, racing in the colours of owner
Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed. Heavy Metal raced at
Kingsley Park for three seasons, winning the Group 2

Richmond Stakes at Glorious Goodwood along with six
other races; Jungle Cat raced only as a juvenile for Mark,
and although registering just one win in a maiden, he was
placed in a trio of Group 2 races – the Coventry, July and
Gimcrack Stakes.
It’s fantastic to see them go on to greater success in

Dubai, but it is especially pleasing to see them performing
at such a high level as older horses. 
In recent times we’ve seen initiatives aimed at

encouraging the breeding of stayers, and amending the
programme for young horses to give them a better pathway
in the sport after maiden success. Wouldn’t it be great if the
BHA could come up with an initiative to keep more of our
older horses in training? Oh wait, it’s called improving
prize-money!
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